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An appeal for August 14, 2013
Tuesday 6 August 2013, by Bahrain Rebellion movement (Date first published: 1 August 2013).

Open letter to The Great Nation of United States of America and all Free World: Please
protect us on 14 August 2013 from fatal crackdown.

We are writing Open letter to The Great Nation of United States of America and all Free World as
we are group of Bahraini youths who are the founder of Bahrain Rebellion Movement.

Bahrain Rebellion Movement is a vision of youths that inspired its existence from Egypt Rebellion
Movement. Our movement is very peaceful movement that could accommodate all political spectrum
of Bahrain Nation. Our main goal is to reach to real democracy in Bahrain not less than that found in
Western Countries such as USA and United Kingdom.

Frankly, it is time for change in the region and all Bahrain nation are looking forward to get support
from United States of America and Free World especially that US constitution supports spread of
democracy all over the world. The modern history will not forget how US supported French
revolution which became one of the noblest and greatest revolutions in the history. Also US supports
democratic changes in many Arabic countries such as Iraq, Egypt and Tunisia so Bahrain Nation
hopes that US will support real democratic changes in Bahrain too.

We are planning to make a rally in front of US embassy in Manama on 14 August 2013 which will
put ethical responsibilities on US officials, US nation and the Free World toward peaceful protesters
especially that Bahrain nation hosts US fifth fleet headquarters since more than 50 years without
any significant difficulty. Bahrain nation is a very peaceful nation and always looking forward to
keep and strength bilateral relationships between Bahrain and USA.

Actually we are really afraid and scared of the possibility of fatal crackdown by Bahraini regime on
peaceful protesters that will gather in front of US embassy on 14 August 2013 and the bloodshed
that may occur will be a big shame in the ego of democracy and will remind the world about the
graphic pictures that happened in the Pearl square in 2011.

Kindly, from humanitarian and ethical approach we hope that you may convey our deep concern to
US State Department and US Congress to exert a real political pressure on Bahraini regime to avoid
any fatal crackdown and bloodshed.

Bahrain Rebellion Movement warrants that it will respect all international treaties & referendums
that signed previously by Bahrain government in case that the power transferred to the Great Nation
of Bahrain.

God Bless Bahrain and its Great Nation.

Bahrain Rebellion Movement
1 August 2013.
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